Trilogy MasterMind SPG/TSG
Changeover (1546E)

£174.99
Professional Broadcasting Equipment Trilogy MasterMind SPG/TSG Changeover The Trilogy
MasterMind Changeover unit, type 330-00-xx, provides failure detection for a pair of
synchronising pulse generators (SPGs), and the mechanism to switch between them
automatically or manually. Although the unit is designed as a companion to the Trilogy Mentor XL
SPG, the MasterMind may be used for any monitoring and/or switching purpose, and with SPGs
of other manufacture. As standard, a single 330-12-00 module provides monitoring of sync pulse
and colour burst level, for both “A” (main) and “B” (reserve) black/burst SPG feeds. Changeover is
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unit in any way. Everything you see in the photos is included. Not including the Power Cable Dimensions
(Unless otherwise stated) Please see our other items for other Vintage and Rare broadcast Weight
equipment, including more Technics, Rogers and much more! Ref 001543 Shipping costs: Prices
quoted for shipping by courier are based on delivery to England & Wales only. Highlands, Ireland,
and Islands may cost more so please enquire prior to bidding. Yes, we know Northern Ireland is
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